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Abstract

We study Pesenti–Szpiro inequality in the case of elliptic curves overFq(t) which occur as
subvarieties of Jacobian varieties of Drinfeld modular curves. In general, we obtain an upper-
bound on the degrees of minimal discriminants of such elliptic curves in terms of the degrees
of their conductors andq. In the special case when the level is prime, we bound the degrees of
discriminants only in terms of the degrees of conductors. As a preliminary step in the proof of
this latter result we generalize a construction (due to Gekeler and Reversat) of 1-dimensional
optimal quotients of Drinfeld Jacobians.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Statement of results

The aim of this paper is twofold. The initial motivation comes from a question about
a possible refinement of Pesenti–Szpiro inequality[23] when we restrict the attention
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to a special class of arithmetically important elliptic curves. To give an answer to this
question we first will generalize the construction of 1-dimensional quotients of the
Jacobian varieties of Drinfeld modular curves given in[15]. This generalization seems
to be interesting in its own right.
Let Fq be a finite field withq elements and letF := Fq(t). This latter field is

the field of rational functions onP1
Fq
. Let E be a non-isotrivial elliptic curve overF.

This means that thej-invariant of E is a non-constant rational function onP1
Fq
, and

hence gives a finite mapjE :P1
Fq
→ P1

Fq
. We define thenon-separable degree ofjE ,

degns(jE), to be the non-separable degree of this morphism. In particular, degns(jE) is
equal to some power of the characteristicp of F. We will say that thej-invariant is
separableif degns(jE) = 1. Let DE be the divisor of the minimal discriminant ofE,
and letnE be the divisor of its conductor. The main result of[23] in the case ofP1

Fq

can be stated as follows:

Theorem 1.1 (Pesenti–Szpiro). With previous notation we have

degDE �6 · degns(jE) · (degnE − 2).

This theorem (which the authors prove for general global fields of positive charac-
teristic) is the function field analogue of a famous conjecture of Szpiro which asserts
a certain inequality between the discriminants and the conductors of elliptic curves
over Q. Due to its relation to theABC conjecture, Szpiro’s conjecture is extremely
important for Diophantine problems and is wide open in general. The above theorem
is not important for Diophantine questions over function fields, but the statement (and
the techniques of its proof) are quite interesting from the geometric viewpoint. In this
paper we will complement Theorem1.1 with extra information concerning degns(jE)
when the elliptic curves in question are subvarieties of certain modular Jacobians.
In general, there are elliptic curves overF with arbitrarily large degns(j), and the

inequality in Theorem1.1 is false without degns(j) in it. More precisely, degDE cannot
be uniformly bounded only in terms of some fixed power of degnE . This easily can be
seen by fixing a non-isotrivial elliptic curveE and considering its Frobenius conjugates
E(pn).
Let A = Fq [t] be the ring of polynomials with coefficients inFq . Let n be an ideal

in A. Consider theDrinfeld modular curveX0(n)F which is the compactified coarse
moduli space of DrinfeldA-modules of rank 2 overF with an n-cyclic subgroup.
It is known thatX0(n)F is a smooth projective geometrically connected curve over
F. Denote byJ0(n) the Jacobian variety ofX0(n)F . Let E be an elliptic curve over
F which is F-isomorphic to a 1-dimensional subvariety ofJ0(n). Such an elliptic
curve necessarily has split multiplicative reduction over the place∞ := 1/t of F and
conductornE = m · ∞ for somem|n. We will call such curvesoptimal. It was Barry
Mazur who in private communication brought to my attention the question of refining
Theorem1.1 for the case of optimal curves. That such a refinement might be possible
can be motivated by the observation that the analogous curves overQ (that is, those
elliptic curves which occur as subvarieties of classical modular JacobiansJ0(N)) tend
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to have small numerical invariants, like regulators or Faltings’ heights, compared to
other curves in the sameQ-isogeny class; cf.[6]. Hence over function fields one might
expect that degns(j) of optimal curves tend to be “small”. The main results of this
paper are the following theorems.
Let E be an optimal elliptic curve overF with conductornE = n · ∞.

Theorem 1.2. If n is prime thenjE is separable. In particular,

degDE �6 · (degnE − 2).

This theorem can be considered as the function field analogue of the main result in
[19]. It is proved as Theorem6.1.

Theorem 1.3. There is a bound

degns(jE) < q6(1+ q)(1+ q degn)2(degn)3.

In particular,

degDE < 13 · q9(degn)6.

This is proved as Corollary6.7. (To see the last inequality note that 1+ q� 3
2q

and 1+ q degn� 7
6q degn since q�2 and, from the Grothendieck–Ogg–Shafarevich

formula, degn�3.) The following example shows that thej-invariants of optimal curves
need not always be separable.

Example 1.4. Consider the Drinfeld modular curves which have genus 1, i.e., are
elliptic curves. This happens essentially only twice and only whenq = 2. The first
case is whenn = t3:

X0(n) = E : y2+ txy = x3+ t2.

One computes thatjE = t4 and hence degns(j) = 4.
The second case is whenn = t2(t + 1). Now

X0(n) = E : y2+ txy + ty = x3

and jE = t8/(t + 1)2. Hence degns(j) = 2.

The upshot of Theorems1.2 and1.3 is that both Szpiro’s conjecture overQ and the
provable result overFq(t) take essentially the same form when we restrict the attention
to optimal curves. It is known[15] that everyF-isogeny class of elliptic curves with
split multiplicative reduction at∞ contains an optimal curve (this is the analogue of
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the Shimura–Taniyama–Weil conjecture overQ). Hence our theorems apply to a wide
class of curves.

1.2. Outline of the proofs and organization of the paper

We want to show that degns(j) of an optimal curve is “small” (desirably equal to
1). For any placep of F, degns(j)|(−ordp(j)). On the other hand, ifp is a place of
multiplicative reduction ofE then it is known that−ordp(j) is the order of the group
�E,p of connected components of the geometric fibre of the Néron model ofE over
P1

Fq
at p. Thus, one can try to bound #�E,p, or to show that it is coprime to the

characteristicp in some favorable situations, to conclude thatjE is separable.
As we already mentioned, the place∞ is always a place of split multiplicative

reduction of our optimal curveE. To prove Theorem1.3 we use a formula from[21]
which relates #�E,∞ to the value ofL(Sym2E, s) at s = 2; see Subsection6.2. One
needs a bound on this special value of theL-function to complete the proof. Such an
estimate is carried out in AppendixA.
Now let p �= ∞ be a prime which strictly dividesn (so thatE has multiplicative re-

duction atp). In this case, to get a handle on #�E,p we study the map�J0(n),p→ �E,p

induced from the quotient mapJ0(n) → E with connected smooth kernel. Whether
this homomorphism of component groups is surjective or not is a rather subtle issue,
closely related to level-lowering questions. In general it will not be surjective, due to
the existence of congruences between automorphic forms. Nevertheless, whenn = p

one should expect, in analogy with the situation overQ, that the map between the
component groups is surjective. OverQ this is proved in[19], using the full force
of Mazur’s Eisenstein ideal theory and Ribet’s level-lowering results. In absence of a
comprehensive theory of the Eisenstein ideal over function fields we are able to prove
only a partial result in this direction but which is, nevertheless, sufficient to deduce
Theorem1.2. We show that #coker(�J0(p),p → �E,p) is coprime top; see Theorems
4.9 and 6.1. It is known that #�J0(p),p is coprime top, hence the same must be true
for #�E,p. Since degns(j) is a p-power, we conclude that optimal curves of conductor
p · ∞ have separablej-invariants.
Theorem4.9 mentioned above follows from a careful study of the polarization in-

duced onE by the canonical principal polarization ofJ0(p), and calculation of its
degree. This involves a construction of the analytificationEan of E over the comple-
tion Fp as a 1-dimensional quotient ofJ0(p)an. This construction is the analogue over
p of a construction of Gekeler and Reversat[15] over ∞. The construction in[15]
uses the theory of theta functions on Mumford curves, and some parts of it crucially
depend on a good understanding of the discrete groups involved. Such information is
available when one works over the completion ofF at ∞. Over Fp the analogous
groups are quite mysterious. We use instead the analytic description of Grothendieck’s
monodromy pairing[16, Exp. IX] and the moduli interpretation of the reduction of
Drinfeld curves.
We review the rigid-analytic uniformization of totally degenerate abelian varieties

in Section2, and the monodromy pairing in Section3. The construction ofEan and
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the proof of Theorem4.9 are carried out in Section4. Finally, after some prelimi-
nary results in Section5, we present the proofs of main theorems of this paper in
Section6.

1.3. The situation over general function fields

The conclusion of Theorem1.2 is valid in few other cases, and this can be proven by
the same method. LetF be the function field of a smooth, projective, and geometrically
connected curveC over Fq of genusg. Fix a place∞ on C of degree�, and letA =
H0(C−∞,OC). Let n be an ideal ofA, and letp be a prime dividingn. Let E be an
optimal elliptic curve overF of conductorn ·∞. The j-invariant ofE will be separable
whenever #�J,p is coprime top and J0(n) has purely toric reduction overAp. For n
square-free we list all the cases when these last two conditions hold:

• g = 0, n = p, ��3;
• g = 0, deg(n/p) = 1, ��2;
• g = 0, deg(n/p)�2, � = 1;
• g = 1, n = p, � = 1.

Onceg�2 then the Drinfeld Jacobians do not have purely toric reduction away from
∞. This is related to the fact thatX0(1)F has genus larger than 0. In this paper we
have restricted to a single case (namelyg = 0, � = 1, n is prime) to avoid discussing
the small nuances for different cases listed above, and to simplify the notation. The
full proof is given in [22].
Theorem1.3 holds for an arbitrary base curveC and an arbitrary choice of∞,

except that the universal constant appearing in the theorem, besidesq, also depends on
g and �. The only missing ingredient needed in the proof is a formula similar to (6.1)
for general function fields. This will be published elsewhere; see also[22].

2. Review of rigid-analytic uniformization of abelian varieties

The proof of Theorem1.2 will use rigid-analytic uniformizations of abelian varieties
with purely toric reduction. For the convenience of the reader, in this section we
recall how such uniformizations are constructed and we recall some of their functorial
properties. We will follow[1].
Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring,K be its field of fractions,� be a

uniformizer ofK, andk be the residue field. We denote by ordK the canonical valuation
on K normalized by ordK(�) = 1, and by| · | the norm associated to this valuation.
We also letG = (Gan

m,K)g be a split rigid-analytic torus overK and� a free discrete
subgroup ofG(K) of full rank g. In particular, for each open affinoidU in G, U ∩�
is finite (equivalently, under− log | · | :G(K)→ Rg, � maps bijectively onto a lattice
of rank g in Rg).
Let A be an abelian variety overK with split toric reduction overR. This means

that the connected component of the identity in the reduction of the Néron model of
A over R is a split torus overk.
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2.1. Uniformization of degenerate abelian varieties

Given a locally finitely presented schemeX over R there are two ways to associate
a rigid-analytic space to it; cf.[4, Section 5.3]. First, we could consider the generic
fibre XK := X ×R K of X, which is a locally finite typeK-scheme, and take its
analytificationXan

K . Second, we could consider the formal completionX of X along its
closed fibre (i.e., the formal completion ofX with respect to an ideal of definition(�)

of R), and then take its rigidificationXrig; see[2]. For example, ifX = Spf(S), then
Xrig = Sp(S ⊗R K). In general there will be a quasi-compact morphism

iX :Xrig → (X ×R K)an, (2.1)

which is an isomorphism for properX over R, and an open immersion whenX is
separated and admits a locally finite affine covering; see[4, Theorem 5.3.1].

Example 2.1. The most important example for us is whenX = Gm,R is a split torus
overR, so (X×R K)an= Gan

m,K is the analytic one-dimensional torus overK andX =
Spf(R{T , T −1}). HenceXrig = Sp(K〈T , T −1〉). In this caseiX is the open immersion
of the “unit circle” into the “punctured plane”.

We apply the previous construction withX taken to be the relative connected com-
ponent of the identityA0 of the Néron model ofA. SinceA0

K = A, on the right
side of (2.1) we have the analytificationAan of A. On the other hand,A0

k�G
g
m,k is

a split torus. The rigidity of tori[9, Exp. IX, Theorem 3.6]implies that the formal
completion ofA0 along its closed fibre is uniquely isomorphic to a formal split torus
Ĝ

g

m = (Spf(R{T , T −1}))g respecting a choice of isomorphismA0
k�G

g
m,k. Thus, we get

an open immersion of analytic groupsiA0 : (Sp(K〈T , T −1〉))g ↪→ Aan. As in Example
2.1, we also have the analytic torusG = (Gan

m,K)g associated to(Ĝ
g

m)
rig, and an open

immersion(Ĝ
g

m)
rig ↪→ G. The key fact is thatiA0 extends uniquely to a rigid-analytic

group morphism� :G→ Aan, whose kernel is a lattice� ⊂ G(K) of rank g, and we
have an isomorphism of analytic groupsG/��Aan; see[1, Theorem 1.2].

2.2. Functorial properties of the uniformization

Let

G∨ = Homan.grps(�,Gan
m,K) and �∨ = Homan.grps(G,Gan

m,K)

be the dual groups, which we call thesplit dual torusand thedual lattice. Since all
characters ofGan

m,K are algebraic,�∨ is a freeZ-module of rank equal to dim(G).
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There is a canonical bilinear pairing

�∨ ×G→ Gan
m,K (2.2)

given by evaluation of characters in�∨ on the points ofG. For any fixed�′ ∈ �∨, the
above bilinear pairing gives by restriction a homomorphism�→ K×, � �→ �′(�), and
hence aK-valued point inG∨. If we vary �′ over�∨, we obtain a canonical homomor-
phism�∨ → G∨(K) which is easy to check is an injection. This latter homomorphism
has the property that via canonical isomorphismsG�(G∨)∨ and��(�∨)∨, for �′ ∈
�∨ and� ∈ � we have�′(�) = �(�′). It follows immediately that�∨ ↪→ G∨ is a lattice
of rank g, and this homomorphism is the dual of� ↪→ G. The quotientG∨/�∨ is a
proper analytic group space which we denote byA′. Consider the trivial line bundle
on G×K G∨ with an action of�× �∨ defined by

(�, �′) :G×K G∨ ×A1→ G×K G∨ ×A1

(x, x′, a) �→ (� · x, �′ · x′, �′(x) · �′(�) · x′(�) · a).

The quotient by this action yields a line bundleP onAan×KA′ which has the properties
of a Poincaré bundle, and hence identifiesG∨/�∨ with (A∨)an [1, Theorem 2.1]. Here
A∨ is the dual abelian variety ofA. This isomorphism is functorial and compatible
with base change.
Let f :A → B be a homomorphism of abelian varieties overK with split toric

reduction, and letf ∨ :B∨ → A∨ be the dual homomorphism. Letf an and (f ∨)an be
the induced maps on the analytificationsAan�GA/�A, Ban�GB/�B . It is a theorem
of van der Put[27, (3.3)] that given two split analytic toriG1 andG2 over K, and
�1 ⊂ G1(K), �2 ⊂ G2(K) two full-rank lattices, there is an isomorphism

Homan.grps(G1/�1,G2/�2)
∼←−{� :G1→ G2 | �(�1) ⊆ �2} . (2.3)

By this isomorphismf an and (f ∨)an lift uniquely to morphisms between the analytic

tori which map lattices to lattices, and we denote these lifts bỹf an and (̃f ∨)an. There
is a commutative diagram

�∨A ×GA
��

f̃ an

��

Gan
m,K

�∨B ×GB

(̃f ∨)an
��

�� Gan
m,K, (2.4)

where the horizontal maps are the canonical pairings in (2.2).
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2.3. Weil pairing

We would like to use the analytic uniformization ofA and its dual to make the Weil
pairing

ē&n :A[&n] × A∨[&n] → �&n (2.5)

explicit, where& is a prime not equal to the characteristicp of the residue fieldk.
There is an exact sequence of finite étale groups, compatible with change inn

0→ G[&n] → Aan[&n] → �/&n�→ 0. (2.6)

Since on the level on&n-torsion we have a canonical isomorphism of Gal(Ksep/K)-
modulesAan[&n]�A[&n], taking the projective limit overn we get an exact sequence
of Gal(Ksep/K)-modules

0→ T&(G)→ T&(A)→ �⊗ Z& → 0, (2.7)

whereT&(A) is the &-adic Tate module ofA. Taking projective limits in (2.5) gives the
perfect&-adic Weil pairing(·, ·)& : T&(A)×T&(A

∨)→ T&(Gm). By the universal property
of Néron models,A(K) = A(R) = Â(R). Since formation of Néron models commutes
with étale base change andT&(A0

k)→ T&(Ak) is an isomorphism, the description of the
uniformization ofA in Subsection2.1 makes it evident that the part ofT&(A) fixed by
the inertia subgroup of Gal(Ksep/K) is exactlyT&(G). SinceA is also assumed to be
purely toric, in terminology of[16, Exp. IX, Section 2]the finite part ofT&(A) equals
its toric subgroup. Thus, Grothendieck’sOrthogonality Theorem[16, Exp. IX, Theorem
2.4] implies that under the Weil pairingT&(G) and T&(G

∨) are exact annihilators of
each other, so (2.5) and (2.6) induce a canonical pairing

ē&n :�/&n�×G∨[&n] → �&n . (2.8)

For x′ ∈ G∨, define [x′] def= x′mod�∨. As one easily checks, the restriction of the
Poincaré bundleP to Aan× {[x′]} is obtained as the quotient of the trivial line bundle
G×A1 = G× {[x′]} ×A1 by the action of� = �× {0} via

(x, a) �→ (� · x, x′(�) · a). (2.9)

Now suppose[x′] ∈ G∨[&n]. SinceG∨[&n] = Homan.grps(�/&n�,Gan
m,K), the action

of &n� along A1 in (2.9) will be trivial. Thus, the line bundle descends to the trivial
rigidified bundle onG/&n� with an action of�/&n� given by(x, a) �→ (� ·x, x′(�) ·a).
From the definition of the Weil pairing[20, p. 183]we conclude that̄e&n in (2.8) is
given by evaluation. By taking projective limits, one obtains an analogous description
of the &-adic Weil pairing onT&(A)× T&(A

∨).
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3. Monodromy pairing

In this section we recall the description of Grothendieck’s monodromy pairing in
terms of analytic uniformization of abelian varieties. Using this description we give
analytic proofs of the main properties of monodromy pairing. This pairing plays a key
role in the construction of quotients of certain Jacobians in Section4. We keep the
notation of Section2.

3.1. Analytic realization of monodromy pairing

We have a naturalZ-valued pairing between� and�∨ given by

�× �∨ → Z,

〈, 〉 : (�, �′) �→ ordK�′(�). (3.1)

(Note that�′(�) ∈ Gan
m,K(K) = K×.) We call this pairing themonodromy pairing. (For

the choice of terminology see Subsection3.2.) It plays a role in the non-archimedean
setting similar to that of a Riemann form in the theory of analytic uniformization of
complex tori overC. The following theorem summarizes the main properties of the
monodromy pairing. We interchangeably denote this pairing on�×�∨ either by〈, 〉A
or uA.

Theorem 3.1. (i) For a local extensionR → R′ with ramification degreee(R′/R), we
haveuA′,R′ = e(R′/R)uA,R for A′ = A× R′.
(ii) The pairinguA is non-degenerate.
(iii) The pairing uA is bi-functorial in A; that is, if f :A → B is a morphism of

abelian varieties over K, with B also split purely toric, and f ∨ :B∨ → A∨ is the dual
morphism, then for � ∈ �A, � ∈ �B , �′ ∈ �∨A and �′ ∈ �∨B we have

〈f̃ (�), �′〉B = 〈�, f̃ ∨(�′)〉A.

(iv) If 	 :A→ A∨ is a polarization then

uA,	 :�× �
1×	̃

�� �× �∨
uA

�� Z,

is bilinear, symmetric, and positive-definite.
(v) There is a functorial exact sequence

0−→ �
uA−→Hom(�∨,Z) −→ �A −→ 0,

where �A is the component group of the reduction of the Néron modelA of A.
Moreover, �A is a constant group scheme over k.
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Proof. (i) By [3, Corollary 7.4/4], the formation of the identity componentA0 of the
Néron model of an abelian varietyA over K with toric reduction is compatible with
faithfully flat extension of discrete valuation ringsR′/R. As this underlies the relation
between formation of analytic uniformization ofA over K andK ′, cf. Subsection2.1,
the claim follows from the identity ordK ′ = e(R′/R)ordK .
(ii) Suppose ord�′(�) = 1 for a fixed�′ and all� ∈ �. Since�′ is a character of the

torusG it is of the form �′(z) = z
�1
1 · · · z�g

g , � ∈ Zg; see[11, VI.5.2]. The assumption
that � is a lattice of full rank implies that under the homomorphismG(K) → Rg

defined by(z1, . . . , zg) �→ (− log |z1|, . . . ,− log |zg|) the image of� contains a basis
of Rg. On the other hand,�′ becomes the linear form

∑g
i=1 �ixi on Rg, and since this

vanishes on the image of� we get�i = 0 for all i. Dualizing, we get thatuA is also
non-degenerate in�.
(iii) This follows from (2.4).
(iv) This is the non-archimedean analogue of the existence of a Riemann form on

G/�; see[1, Theorem 2.4].
(v) (cf. [13, Corollary 2.11].) Because� ⊂ G(K) and the quotient mapG→ G/�

is étale surjective, we have an exact sequence of discrete Gal(Ksep/K)-modules

0→ �→ G(Ksep)→ (G/�)(Ksep)→ 0.

Since H1(Gal(Ksep/K),�) = Homcont(Gal(Ksep/K),Zg) = 1, taking the long exact
sequence of cohomology givesG(K)/�

∼−→(G/�)(K). Let Ĝ be the formal comple-
tion of A0 along its closed fibre. ClearlŷG(R) ↪→ Ĝrig(K) ↪→ G(K) is identified
with (R×)g ↪→ (K×)g upon trivializing A0

k�G
g
m,k, so we see that̂G(R) = {z ∈

G(K) | ordK(�′(z)) = 0 for all �′ ∈ �∨}. We get a commutative exact diagram

0

��

Ĝ(R)

��

0 �� � ��

uA

��

G(K) ��

��

Aan(K) �� 0.

Hom(�∨,Z) Hom(�∨,Z)

��

0
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An easy diagram chaise gives the exact sequence

0−→ �
uA−→Hom(�∨,Z) −→ Aan(K)/Ĝ(R) −→ 0.

SinceAan(K) = A(K), and by the Néronian propertyA(K)�A(R), we get

Aan(K)/Ĝ(R)�A(R)/A0(R).

We haveA(R′)/A0(R′)��A(k̄) for an appropriately large finite étale local extension
R′ of R. On the other hand, the quotient Hom(�∨,Z)/uA(�) is insensitive to such
extensions and the preceding construction commutes with base change toR′. Hence
�A is a constant group scheme overk and coker(uA)��A functorially in A. �

3.2. Relation with the algebraic theory

Let Ĝ = Â0 be the split formal torus over Spf(R) as in the proof of Theorem3.1(v).
Let M be the character group of the split torusA0

k over k, soM is functorially isomor-
phic to �∨ sinceM = Hom(Ĝk,Gm,k) and�∨ = Hom(G,Gan

m,K)�Hom(Ĝ, Ĝm,R).
In [16, Exp. IX, Section 9]Grothendieck defines a pairing betweenM andM∨ =

Hom(A∨0k ,Gm,k) as Gal(k̄/k)-modules

〈, 〉 :M ×Z M∨ → Z, (3.2)

which he calls themonodromy pairing. Canonically identifyingM and �∨, we will
treat his monodromy pairing as a pairing between the lattices� and�∨. Using (2.7),
the extension of scalars of the monodromy pairing〈, 〉& to Z& is defined as follows:
Let Kur be the maximal unramified extension ofK. Consider the natural homomor-

phism t : I = Gal(Ksep/Kur)→ T&(Gm,K) given by

i ∈ I �→ lim←− i(�1/&n)/�1/&n, (3.3)

where we take� also to be the uniformizer ofKur. For x ∈ �⊗Z& lifting to x′ ∈ T&(A)

and y ∈ �∨ ⊗ Z& lifting to y′ ∈ T&(A
∨), define〈x, y〉& by the condition

((i − 1)x′, y′)& = t (i)〈x,y〉& , (3.4)

where (·, ·)& is the &-adic Weil pairing. Observe that(i − 1) sendsT&(A) into T&(G),
since (2.7) is compatible with base change and� is a constant group over Sp(K).
Hence the orthogonality theorem shows that〈x, y〉& is independent of the choices ofx′
andy′. Moreover, Grothendieck proved that〈, 〉& restricts to aZ-valued pairing between
� and�∨ which is independent of&. This defines (3.2).
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On the other hand, in (3.1) we defined another naturalZ-valued pairing between�
and�∨, which we again called monodromy pairing, given by the valuation ordK�′(�).
The next theorem, which is the non-archimedean analogue of Theorem 1 on p. 237
in [20], says that there is no ambiguity in our terminology. The theorem relates the
Weil pairing on abelian varieties with analytic uniformization to a pairing given by the
“Riemann form” (3.1).

Theorem 3.2. The pairings between� and �∨ given by(3.1) and (3.2) coincide.

Proof. Let [�] ∈ �/&n� and [�′] ∈ �∨/&n�∨. Write � = &ng for g ∈ G(K ′) and
likewise �′ = &ng′ for g′ ∈ G∨(K ′), whereK ′ is a sufficiently large finite separable
extension ofK. As we explained in Section2.3,

ē&n((i − 1)g, g′) = �′((i − 1)g) = i(�′(g))
�′(g)

.

Since�′(g) is &n-th root of �′(�) ∈ K×, by definition of t (i) in (3.3) we get

ē&n((i − 1)g, g′) = t (i)ordK�′(�).

as desired. �

Remark 3.3. Theorems3.1 and3.2 give an analytic proof of all of the main properties
of Grothendieck’s monodromy pairing in the special case whenA0 has purely toric
reduction. Grothendieck’s original proof of properties (i)–(iv) in Theorem3.1 uses the
well-known properties of the Weil pairing. Property (v) is comparatively harder to prove
algebraically, it is Theorem 11.5 in[16, Exp. IX].

3.3. Optimal quotients

Let A and B be two abelian varieties overK with split toric reduction, and let
their corresponding uniformizations be given byGA/�A andGB/�B respectively. Let

 :B ↪→ A be a closed immersion. According to (2.3) 
 lifts uniquely to a morphism of
analytic tori
̃G :GB → GA. Since by[5, Theorem 8.2]the induced map
k :B0

k → A0
k

on the closed fibre tori is also a closed immersion, from the construction of the analytic
uniformization in Subsection2.1 it is clear that
̃G is a closed immersion. Hence by
applying Hom(−,Gan

m,K) to 
̃G we get an exact sequence of freeZ-modules

�A∨

̃
∨
�−→�B∨ → 0. (3.5)

Definition 3.4. We will say that the abelian varietyC is an optimal quotientof the
abelian varietyA if there is a faithfully flat morphism	 :A → C whose functorial
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kernel is represented by an abelian subvariety ofA (that is, ker	 is connected and
smooth).

Let 	 :A → C be as in the definition. From the dual exact sequence, cf.[20,
Section 13], we have a closed immersion	∨ :C∨ ↪→ A∨, and (3.5) gives asurjective
homomorphism̃	� :�A → �C .

Remark 3.5. It is well-known that overC the optimal quotients of abelian vari-
eties 	 :A → C are characterized by the property that the induced homomorphism
on the integral homology groups H1(	,Z) :H1(A,Z) → H1(C,Z) is surjective. The
condition on	̃� being surjective is a non-archimedean analogue of this.

Consider the diagram induced by	 on the sequence in Theorem3.1(v)

0 �� �A

uA
��

	̃
��

Hom(�A∨ ,Z) ��

Hom(̃	
∨
,Z)

��

�A
��

	
��

0

0 �� �C

uC
�� Hom(�C∨ ,Z) �� �C

�� 0.

Since the left vertical arrow is surjective, we get

#coker(�A
	→�C) = #Ext1Z(�A∨ /̃	

∨
(�C∨),Z)

= #(�A∨ /̃	
∨
(�C∨))tor. (3.6)

This allows to reduce the questions about homomorphisms between component groups
to questions about homomorphisms between lattices which are easier to handle. We
will apply this trick in the proof of Theorem4.9 (which is the main technical entry in
the proof of Theorem1.2).

4. Analytic construction of elliptic curves

We keep the notation of Section2. Let J be the Jacobian variety of some projective
smooth geometrically connected curveX over K, and assumeJ has split purely toric
reduction. HenceJ has an analytic uniformization as in Subsection2.1

0→ �→ G→ J an→ 0, (4.1)

whereG is a split analytic torus overK and� ⊂ G(K) is a lattice.
Let E be a one-dimensional optimal quotient ofJ; cf. Definition 3.4. By [3, 7.4/2]

E has split multiplicative reduction overR. In this section we are primarily interested
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in studying the map�J → �E induced by� : J → E. Even though� is an optimal
quotient, the map on the component groups in general will not be surjective; see[3,
Section 7.5]. Nevertheless, in some special cases one can say something about the
cokernel of this map.
Later on we will restrict our attention to the case whenJ is the Jacobian of a Drinfeld

modular curveX0(n). Since the arguments we are about to present are more general
(for example, they apply in the case of classical modular curves too, and other moduli
problems), to clarify the main ideas we will make several assumptions aboutJ and in
Subsection5.2 verify that these assumptions hold for Drinfeld Jacobians. Some of our
arguments are motivated by the ideas of Gekeler and Reversat in[15,13].
For simplicity, in this section we writeJ to denoteJ an. Given a Z-module or a

Z-algebraM, we will denoteM ⊗Z Q by MQ.

4.1. Assumptions

By (2.3) every endomorphism� of J lifts in a unique way to an endomorphism̃�
of G such that̃�(�) ⊆ �. We make the following assumptions:

A1. There is a commutative (necessarily finite) freeZ-subalgebraT in EndK(J ) such
that dimQ TQ = dimQ �Q, and TQ acts faithfully on�Q. (To be accurate we
should denoteT acting on� as T̃ ⊆ EndZ(�), but no confusion seems to arise.)

A2. The action ofT on � is symmetric with respect touJ,	 in the notation of Theorem
3.1, where	 is the canonical principal polarization ofJ.

Lemma 4.1. Assumptions1 and2 imply that�Q has a basis consisting of simultaneous
eigenvectors for the operators inT, and �Q is a freeTQ-module of rank one.

Proof. Indeed, according to Theorem3.1 uJ,	 is a positive definite symmetric bilinear
form. The spectral theoremfor commuting operators implies thatTQ is semi-simple,
so �Q has a basis of simultaneous eigenvectors. NowTQ is semi-simple and, by the
first assumption, acts faithfully on�Q which is of the same dimension overQ asTQ.
Hence�Q is a freeTQ-module of rank one. �

Let E be an elliptic curve which is an optimal quotient ofJ. Assume that the kernel
of the quotient map� : J → E, as an abelian subvariety ofJ, is invariant under the
action ofT. As we already mentioned,E has split multiplicative reduction overR. That
is, E is a Tate curve, so it has no CM and hence the induced action ofT on E must
be via multiplication by integers. Considering the dual map to the optimal quotient�,
one observes thatJ contains an abelian subvarietyisomorphic to E. This determines
a 1-dimensional subtorus ofG in (4.1) and also a 1-dimensional subspace of�Q on
which T acts by multiplication by the same integers as onE. Conversely, given a
1-dimensional eigenspace of�Q with integer eigenvalues, in the next subsection we
will construct an optimal elliptic quotient ofJ on which T acts by multiplication by
these eigenvalues.
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4.2. Analytic construction of E

Suppose we are given a one-dimensional eigenspace of�Q for the action ofT and
the eigenvalues are integers. Letv ∈ � be a primitive eigenvector of this subspace;
i.e., �/vZ is torsion free. Thisv is well-defined up to a sign. Starting withv, in
this subsection we construct a 1-dimensional optimal quotient ofJ. Before we give
the construction we need a more explicit description of the polarized monodromy
pairing. This naturally leads to a question about describing the line bundles on a totally
degenerate abelian variety in terms of its analytic uniformization. With the notation as
in Section2, we have the following analogue of theAppell–Humbert theoremover C.

Proposition 4.2. There is a functorial isomorphism of groups

Pic(A)�H1(�,O(G)×),

whereO(G)× = {� · z�1
1 · · · z�g

g | � ∈ K× and � ∈ Zg} is the multiplicative group
of nowhere-vanishing holomorphic functions on G, and � ⊂ G(K) acts through its
translation action on G.

Proof. The proof is essentially the same as overC [20, Chapter 1], using the fact[11,
VI.3.5] that the line bundles onG are trivial. �

Next, we can explicitly describe the cocycles in H1(�,O(G)×) in analogy with the
lemma on p. 20 of[20].

Proposition 4.3. Every element inH1(�,O(G)×) can be uniquely represented by
Z�(z) = d(�)H(�)(z), where

H :�→ �∨ = {z�1
1 · · · z�g

g | � ∈ Zg}

is a group homomorphism andd :�→ K× is a map satisfying

d(�1�2)d(�1)
−1d(�2)−1 = H(�2)(�1).

Proof. See[11, VI.5.2]. The key for the second half of the proposition is thatA has
an admissible affinoid cover{Ui} over whichG→ A is totally split (this uses that�
is discrete inG(K)). �

To summarize, the analytification of every line bundleL on A corresponds to a
cocycleZ�, and every such cocycle is given by a pair(H, d). Thus, every line bundle
corresponds to a pair(H, d), and we will denote this line bundle byL(H, d). One
easily checks thatL(H1, d1)�L(H2, d2) if and only if H1 = H2 and d1(�) = ��d2(�)
for some� ∈ Zg.
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Following [20, II.6], consider the functorial homomorphism�L :A → Pic0A/K�A∨

given by x �→ T ∗x L ⊗ L−1, whereTx : a �→ a + x. By (2.3), �an
L lifts uniquely to a

homomorphism̃�L :G→ G∨ such that̃�L(�) ⊂ �∨.

Lemma 4.4. If Lan�L(H, d) then �̃L restricted to� is equal to H. Moreover, if L
is ample then H is injective.

Proof. Let z0 ∈ G(K) be fixed. As in[20, p. 83] one easily verifies that

T ∗�(z0)L(Z�(g))�L(Z�(z0g)).

Since Z�(z0g) = Z�(g)H(�)(z0), �̃L(z0) as aK-point of G∨ = Hom(�,Gan
m,K) is

given by �̃L(z0)(�) = H(�)(z0). Thus, for z0 = �0 ∈ �, we get that̃�L restricted to
� is given by �̃L(�0)(�) = H(�)(�0). On the other hand, from Proposition4.3 it is
clear thatH(�)(�0) = H(�0)(�). Hence�̃L(�0)(�) = H(�0)(�) as claimed.
If L is ample then�L is an isogeny, sõ�L obviously has torsion kernel. Since� is

torsion free,̃�L|� = H must be injective. �

Now let us return to the original situation of this section. By passing to a finite
unramified extension ofK we may assume that the canonical principal polarization
	 : J ∼−→ J∨ is equal to�L for some ampleL = L(H, d) on J. Using Lemma4.4, the
polarized monodromy pairinguJ,	 on �× � is given by

〈, 〉 : �1, �2 �→ ord H(�1)(�2). (4.2)

Moreover,H induces an isomorphismH :���∨ = Hom(G,Gan
m,K) and the uniformiza-

tion of J can be written as

0→ �→ Hom(�,Gan
m,K)→ J → 0.

Proposition 4.5. The action of the algebraT is symmetric with respect to the pairing
�× �→ Gan

m,K defined by

�1, �2 �→ H(�1)(�2),

i.e., if T ∈ T thenH(T �1)(�2) = H(�1)(T �2).

Proof. Indeed, using (4.2), Assumption 2 of Subsection4.1 can be interpreted as

ord H(T �1)(�2) = ord H(�1)(T �2)

for all �1, �2 ∈ �. Moreover, regardingT as an endomorphism ofG, H(T �1)(−) and
H(�1)(T (−)) are functions in Hom(G,Gan

m,K). Now we can use the same argument
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as in the proof of Theorem3.1(ii): a character of the torusG with values inR×
when restricted to a full-rank lattice inG(K) must be trivial. Hence,H(T �1)(−) =
H(�1)(T (−)). �

Proposition 4.6. Define the subgroup

� := {H(�)(v) | � ∈ �} ⊆ Gan
m,K(K) = K×.

There existsw ∈ � with ord(w) = min{ord H(�)(v) > 0 | � ∈ �} and a positive
integer d such that� = �d(K)× wZ insideK×.

Proof. First observe that since the lattice� lies in G(K), the group� is indeed a
subgroup ofK×. Next, by Lemma4.1, �Q is a freeTQ-module of rank 1. Thus the
Z-lattice� contains a sublattice�′ of full rank which is cyclic underT; i.e., �′ = T�′
for some�′ ∈ � and [� : �′] is finite. Let � ∈ �′ be written additively

� =
∑

niTi(�
′), ni ∈ Z.

By Proposition4.5,

H(�)(v) = H(�′)
(∑

niTi(v)
)
= H(�′)(n�v) = H(�′)(v)n�

for somen� ∈ Z, sincev is an eigenvector for theTi with integral eigenvalues.
Hence {H(�)(v) | � ∈ �′} = (w′)Z with w′ = H(�′)(v). Using the facts that

|H(v)(v)| < 1 and [� : �′] is finite, we conclude that there isw ∈ � with |w| < 1
such thatwZ has finite index in�. Taking |w| maximal, yields the claim. �

Note that� in Proposition4.6uniformizes the Tate curve Tate(wd) overK with period
wd , sinceGan

m,K/��Gan
m,K/wdZ. Thus, using the eigenvectorv we have constructed

an elliptic curveEv�Tate(wd) together with a map� : J → Ev which is given by the
diagram

0 �� � ��

��

Hom(�,Gan
m,K)

ev
��

�� J

�

��

�� 0

0 �� � �� Gan
m,K

�� Ev
�� 0, (4.3)
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where the second row is the Tate uniformization ofEv and ev is the map “evaluation
at v”. The top row isT-equivariant. Indeed, the action ofT on G�Hom(�,Gan

m,K)

is induced from the action ofT on J and � → Hom(�,Gan
m,K) is T-equivariant by

Proposition4.5. Hence each operatorT induces an endomorphism ofEv which agrees
with the multiplication by the eigenvalue ofT acting onv. On the other hand, if we
defineG′ := Hom(�/vZ,Gan

m,K) and�′ = �∩G′ then the kernel of� is G′/�′. Since
v is assumed to be primitive,�/vZ is a freeZ-module, and henceG′ is a split subtorus
of G. Moreover,�′ is a full rank sublattice ofG′. One way to see this is to observe
that v⊥ := {v′ ∈ � | 〈v, v′〉 = 0} maps injectively into�′ with finite index. Since
the quotient mapG′ → G′/�′ = ker(�) is étale surjective, ker(�) is connected and
smooth, so, by the definition of optimality3.4, Ev is optimal. Moreover, by GAGA,�
is an algebraic homomorphism of abelian varieties.

4.3. Calculation ofdeg(� ◦ �∨)

Let E := Ev be as in Subsection4.2, with v being its corresponding primitive
eigenvector in� (which is unique up to a sign). Consider the dual�∨ :E∨ ↪→ J∨ to
the optimal quotient map� in (4.3). Since Jacobians of curves are canonically self-dual,
the image of�∨ is a copy ofE embedded inJ. The composite� ◦�∨ is a polarization
of E, and is necessarily a multiplication by some positive integern as an element of
End(E). In this subsection we computen = deg(� ◦ �∨)1/2 in two different ways.
Comparison of these two expressions easily implies the main theorem of this section
(Theorem4.9). Denote

d := #�tor, as given in Proposition4.6,

v⊥ := {v′ ∈ � | 〈v, v′〉 = 0},

m := min{|〈v, v′〉| | v′ �∈ v⊥},

r := [� : Zv ⊕ v⊥] = 〈v, v〉
m

.

This last equality is an elementary fact concerning symmetric bilinear positive-definite
Z-valued pairings on freeZ-modules.

Proposition 4.7.We haven · #�E = d2〈v, v〉.

Proof. The subvariety�∨ :E ↪→ J corresponds to the subtorus Hom(�/v⊥,Gan
m,K) of

Hom(�,Gan
m,K). Hence via�∨,

0→ �→ Hom(�/v⊥,Gan
m,K)→ E → 0,
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where� = � ∩ Hom(�/v⊥,Gan
m,K) = {� ∈ � | H(�)|v⊥ = 1}. Therefore by (4.3), the

map � ◦ �∨ :E → E is given by the right column in

0 �� � ��

��

Hom(�/v⊥,Gan
m,K)

ev
��

�� E

�◦�∨=·n
��

�� 0

0 �� � �� Gan
m,K

�� E �� 0,

where ev is the map induced from the evaluation atv. Now ev|� is injective. Indeed,
if H(�) is in the kernel thenH(�) = 1 on Zv ⊕ v⊥, and the latter is a lattice of full
rank inG, soH(�) = 1. SinceH is an isomorphism,H(�) = 1 implies � = 1.
Next, if � ∈ � then H(�)|v⊥ = 1, so 〈�, v⊥〉 = 0. Hence� ∈ Zv since v is a

primitive vector. We also haveH(v)|v⊥ = �tor = �d(K) is cyclic of orderd, so by
writing � = & · v we see thatH(�)|v⊥ = 1 if and only if d|&. Thus

ev(�) = {H(�)(v) | � ∈ �, H(�)|v⊥ = 1} = H(v)(v)dZ.

Using thatv is primitive, it is easy to see from the proof of Proposition4.6 that, up to
an element in�tor, H(v)(v) = wr . Finally, ev(�) = wrdZ inside of� = �d(K)×wZ.
Thus�/���d(K)× Z/rdZ.

Clearly ker(ev) = Hom(�/Zv ⊕ v⊥,Gan
m,K) = �r as a finite flat group scheme, and

ev is surjective. Thus, working rigid analytically, the snake lemma yields an exact
sequence of finite flat group schemes

0→ �r → E[n] → �d × Z/drZ → 0.

This immediately impliesn = d · r. Next, by Proposition4.6, m = ord(w). On
the other hand,E is a Tate curve with periodwd . Hence #�E = ord(wd) = dm, as
follows from Theorems IV.9.4 and V.3.1 in[25]. Sincer ·m = 〈v, v〉, the proposition
follows. �

Now we computen in a different way. Letc = coker(�∗ :�J → �E).

Proposition 4.8.We haven · #�E = c2〈v, v〉.

Proof. Let �E be the lattice associated withE. We choose a generator� of this infinite
cyclic group. The natural map�∗ :�E → � induced by�∨ sends this generator to a
multiple of the primitive vectorv in �. According to (3.6), �∗(�) = c · v. There is
a second natural map�∗ :� → �E induced by�, and the endomorphism�∗ ◦ �∗
of �E is multiplication by n. Using the bifunctoriality of the monodromy pairing
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(Theorem3.1(iii)) and its relation with component groups (Theorem3.1(v)), we have

n · #�E = n〈�, �〉E = 〈n · �, �〉E = 〈�∗�∗�, �〉E
= 〈�∗�, �∗�〉J = 〈c · v, c · v〉J = c2〈v, v〉J . �

Theorem 4.9. If char(K) = p > 0 thencoker(�∗ :�J → �E) has vanishing p-torsion.
In particular, #�E[p∞]�#�J [p∞].

Proof. Combining Propositions4.7 and4.8, we can conclude that #coker(�∗) is equal
to the order of a finite subgroup of the group of roots of unity inK×. If char(K) = p

this latter group is trivial, and hence the cokernel is of order coprime top. �

5. Drinfeld modular curves

In the next section we will apply the construction of Section4 to the Jacobians of
Drinfeld modular curves of prime level. From this, more precisely from Theorem4.9,
Theorem1.2 will easily follow. To apply Theorem4.9 we first need to check that the
assumptions A1 and A2 of Subsection4.1 hold for Drinfeld Jacobians. It is the purpose
of this section to verify the assumptions in this case.
Notation: Let F = Fq(t) be the field of rational functions onP1

Fq
. Let ∞ be a

rational closed point onP1
Fq
. Let A = H0(P1

Fq
−∞,OP1). Without loss of generality

we can take∞ = 1/t andA = Fq [t]. For a prime idealp of the Dedekind domainA
we denote the completion ofA at p by Ap, and the residue fieldA/p by Fp. We also
let p = char(F ).

5.1. Preliminaries

Let Sbe a scheme overA with the canonical ring homomorphism� :A→ H0(S,OS)

and chooser ∈ N. A pair D = (G,
) consisting of anFq -vector space schemeG over
S and anFq -algebra homomorphism


 :A→ EndS(G), a �→ 
a

from A into the ring ofFq -linearS-endomorphisms ofG is called aDrinfeld module of
rank r over Sif the following conditions are satisfied. The group schemeG is Zariski-
locally isomorphic to the additive group schemeGa,S overS, for each non-zeroa ∈ A,

a is finite flat of degree|a|r∞, and the induced action on the tangent space at the
identity is via the structure map�.
An n-cyclic subgroupZn = (Z,) of D = (G,
) is a finite flatS-subgroup scheme

Z of G and a homomorphism ofA-modules :A/n → G(S) such that there is an
equality of relative effective Cartier divisors inG, ∑

m∈A/n (m) = Z.
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The functor which associates to anA-schemeS the set of isomorphism classes of
pairs (D,Zn), whereD is a Drinfeld module of rank 2 overS andZn is an n-cyclic
subgroup ofD, is not representable but possesses a coarse moduli schemeM0(n) that
is affine of finite type overA and isA-flat with pure relative dimension 1. By adding
extra level structure,M0(n) can be obtained as a quotient of some fine moduli scheme
by the action of a finite group. For example, ifn is divisible by at least two distinct
primes thenM0(n) is the quotient of the fine moduli schemeM2(n) of rank-2 Drinfeld
modules with full leveln-structure by the action of the subgroup of upper triangular
matrices in the finite group GL2(A/n). Let X0(n) be the canonical compactification of
M0(n) over Spec(A); see[10, Section 9]. Using the properties of fine moduli schemes
proved in[10, Section 5]and also Theorems 1 and 2 in loc. cit., one gets the following:

Theorem 5.1. (a) X0(n) is a proper, normal, A-flat, and irreducible scheme of pure
relative dimension1 over Spec(A).
(b) X0(n)→ SpecA

[ 1
n

]
is smooth.

(c) X0(n)F is a smooth proper geometrically connected curve over F.

Let p be a prime ideal not dividingn. Consider the algebraic correspondenceTp =
�∗ ◦ �∗ on M0(n) arising from the following diagram of morphisms

M0(pn)

�

�����
��

��
�� �

����
��

��
��

�

M0(n) M0(n),

where�, � are induced by the maps defined in terms of the moduli problem

� : (D,ZpZn) �→ (D,Zn)

� : (D,ZpZn) �→ (D/Zp, ZpZn/Zp)

and thus are quasi-finite. Using the valuative criterion of properness, one shows that
� and � are proper, and hence are also finite. These morphisms uniquely extend to
the canonical compactificationsX0(pn) and X0(n) due to the following general fact
(taking S below to be Spec(A)),

Lemma 5.2. Let S be a locally noetherian scheme andC,C′ two separated S-schemes
of finite type. Assume that C is integral and normal, and thatC′ is integral and proper.
Let U andU ′ be respective open subschemes withC′ − U ′ quasi-finite over S and U
dense in C. A proper S-mapf :U → U ′ uniquely extends to an S-mapC → C′.

Proof. This proof was communicated to me by Brian Conrad. We only give a sketch.
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Let � ↪→ C×S C
′ be the closure of the graph off. For the existence of an extension

f̄ of f it is enough to show that the projection�1 :� → C is an isomorphism. (The
uniqueness follows fromU being dense inC.) Let �f be the closed subscheme in
U ×S U ′ which is the graph off. Using the fact thatf is proper one shows that this
subscheme is still closed inC×SU

′. Hence�∩(C×SU
′) = �∩(U×SU

′). In particular,
� ∩ (

(C − U)×S C′
)
is contained in(C − U) ×S (C′ − U ′). Since this latter scheme

is quasi-finite overC − U , the projection�1 will also be quasi-finite. From Zariski’s
Main Theorem, cf.[3, Theorem 2.3/2’], we conclude that�1 is an open immersion
(here we use the assumption thatC is normal). Next, since we assumedC′ is proper,
C×S C

′ is proper overC. This implies that the image of� is closed inC, so �1 must
be an isomorphism.�

Hence we get an algebraic correspondenceTp on X0(n), which we call theHecke
correspondence. This correspondence induces an endomorphism of the Jacobian variety
J0(n) of X0(n)F , which we denote by the same symbolTp. The Hecke algebraT is
the commutative subalgebra of EndF (J0(n)) generated by allTp, p� | n, over Z.

5.2. Verification of the assumptions

Now assumen is prime. A Drinfeld module(G,
) over an extension ofFn is called
supersingularif its n-torsion is connected, or equivalently,
f (Fn) = 0 for any non-
trivial divisor f of a power ofn. Any supersingular Drinfeld module in characteristic
n of rank 2 is defined over the quadratic extensionF

(2)
n of Fn, and there are only

finitely many isomorphism classes of super-singular Drinfeld modules overFn. The
special fibreX0(n)Fn

is reduced and is a union of two copies ofX0(1)Fn
= P1

Fn
,

intersecting transversally at the points representing the isomorphism classes of super-
singular Drinfeld modules; see[12, Section 5].
Let J be the Néron model ofJ0(n) over the base curveP1

Fq
. SinceX0(n) has a

degenerateFn-fibre, by Example 9.2/8 in[3], J 0
Fn

is a torus which splits overF(2)
n .

Let M = HomFn
(J 0

Fn
,G

m,Fn
) be the character group ofJ 0

Fn
. By the Néron mapping

property the endomorphisms ofJ0(n) act onJ 0
Fn
, and this action is faithful since the

reduction is toric. Thus, the Hecke algebraT acts faithfully onM.
Let R be the unramified quadratic extension ofAn. Let K be the fraction field of

R. As we discussed in Subsections2.1 and 3.2, J := J0(n)K will have an analytic
uniformizationJ an�G/�, whereG�(Gan

m,K)g is a split torus of dimensiong(= genus
of X0(n)F ) and � ⊂ G(K) is a lattice, and�∨ and M are isomorphicT-modules.
Hence, using the canonical principal polarization ofJ, we also have��M as T-
modules.

Theorem 5.3. If we take J andT in Subsection4.1 to be J0(n)K and the Hecke
algebra respectively then the assumptionsA1 andA2 are satisfied.

Proof. We have already explained why�Q is a faithful TQ-module. Moreover, it is
well-known that dimQ TQ = g = dimQ �Q; see, for example,[26, Proposition 4.2].
Hence the assumption A1 holds.
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Next, we need to show that the actionT on � is symmetric with respect to the
	-polarized monodromy pairinguJ,	 on �× �. Theorem3.2 reduces this to checking
that the action ofT on the Tate moduleT&(J ), & �= p, is symmetric with respect
to the 	-polarized&-adic Weil pairing. This last property is an easy consequence of
Eichler–Shimura congruence relations: In EndFp(JFp) we have

Tp = Frobp + Frob∨p ,

where Frob∨p denotes the dual morphism of Frobp, identified with an endomorphism
of JFp via the canonical principal	-polarization. �

6. Proofs of the main results

In this section we prove the results stated in the introduction. We keep the notation
of previous sections. LetE be an elliptic curve of conductornE = n · ∞, and assume
it is an optimal quotient of the Drinfeld JacobianJ0(n). Let E be the Néron model of
E over P1

Fq
.

6.1. Separable j-invariants

Theorem 6.1. If n is prime then the order of the group of connected components
�E,n := EFn

/E0
Fn
is coprime to p, and the j-invariant of E is separable.

Proof. It is enough to prove the theorem after a base change to a finite local étale
extension ofAn over which the reduction ofJ0(n) is split toric. Indeed, the formation
of the Néron models commutes with such a base change (in particular, the component
groups are preserved) and the non-separable degree of thej-invariant is also preserved.
By Raynaud’s theorem on the specialization of the Picard functor, and the structure of

X0(n)Fn , one knows that the component group�J0(n),n is cyclic and of order coprime
to p; [12, (5.9)]. Hence the first part of the theorem follows from Theorems4.9 and
5.3. On the other hand, #�E,n = −ordn(jE). As this is prime top, jE ∈ F cannot be
a p-th power. Thus, degns(jE) = 1. �

6.2. Place at infinity

Now we explore what can be said about degns(j) for optimal curves when we use
the place∞. It is known thatX0(n)F∞ is a Mumford curve[10, Proposition 6.6], so
its Jacobian always has split purely toric reduction over this place. Nevertheless, as
the next example shows, there is no hope of proving the separability ofj-invariants by
using a possible analogue of Theorem6.1 for ∞.
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Example 6.2. Let A = F2[t], n = t4+t3+1. Note thatn is a prime. Gekeler calculated
in [13] thatE : y2+ txy + y = x3+ x2 is an optimal curve of conductornE = n ·∞
and j = t12/n. Thus degns(j) = 1 and�E,n = 1, but�E,∞�Z/8Z.

Instead we take a different approach. We will use a result proved in[21] which
relates the degree of optimal modular parametrization to special values of certainL-
functions. Consider the composite of the canonical embeddingX0(n) ↪→ J0(n), given
by sending the cusp at∞ to 0, with the optimal quotient mapJ0(n) → E. We
obtain a non-constant morphism of algebraic curves℘ :X0(n) → E, which we call
the optimal modular parametrizationof E. (The “cusp∞” which we use for the
embeddingX0(n) ↪→ J0(n) is a canonical rational point onX0(n) naturally arising
from the compactification of the moduli schemeM0(n), and it is not related in any
way to the place∞.) We have the following formula[21, (27)]

deg℘ = qdegn−1

#�E,∞
L(Sym2E,2), (6.1)

whereL(Sym2E, s) is theL-function of the symmetric square of the&-adic representa-
tion � :Gal(F sep/F )→ GL(V&(E)∨). Using this formula, we will get an upper bound
on #�E,∞ in terms of the conductor, and hence also an upper bound on degns(j), since
E is split multiplicative over∞.

Remark 6.3. In [21] an assumption is made that elliptic curves in question are semi-
stable. As one easily verifies, this assumption is not used in derivation of[21, (27)].
The assumption is used in giving asymptotic bounds onL(Sym2E,2), since the bounds
are deduced from convexity estimates which require the knowledge of the functional
equation ofL(Sym2E, s). Such a functional equation is not hard to deduce when
the level is square-free, cf. loc. cit., but in general this is quite non-trivial. As we
will need an upper bound on|L(Sym2E,2)| and we do not want to impose any
restrictive assumptions onn, we prove such a bound in AppendixA by appealing to
Grothendieck’s theory ofL-functions.

Theorem 6.4. If E is an optimal elliptic curve of conductorn · ∞, then

N (n)

(1+ q)(1+ q degn)2
� deg℘�q6(degn)3N (n),

whereN (n) = qdegn.

Proof. The 2-dimensional&-adic representation of Gal(F sep/F ) attached toE is irre-
ducible, almost everywhere unramified and pure of weight 1. Hence from Corollary
A.5 we deduce

|L(Sym2E,2)|�q7 · (degn)3.
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The upper bound on the degree of℘ follows from this, (6.1), and the trivial observation
#�E,∞�1.
Let S = Spec(A[n−1]). Consider the Néron modelE of E over S. Since E has

good reduction overS, E is an abelian scheme. By Theorem5.1, X := X0(n)F is
geometrically connected and is the generic fibre of a smooth proper curveX overS, so
all fibers ofX overSare geometrically connected. By the Néron mapping property, the
finite surjective morphism℘ :X → E extends to a morphism℘/S :X → E of relative
smooth curves overS. This must be surjective (byS-flatness and properness) and hence
is finite. Let p be a closed point ofS and consider the fibre map℘/p :XFp → EFp .
This is a finite flat map from a smooth geometrically connected proper curve overFp
to an elliptic curve, and moreover deg℘/p = deg℘. Indeed, since℘/S is finite flat
and E is connected, the induced finite flat maps onall fibers have the same degree.
DenoteXp := XFp and Ep := EFp . It is clear that for any extensionF(m)

p of degreem
of Fp we have

#Xp(F(m)
p )/(deg℘)�#Ep(F(m)

p ).

Modular curves are known to have “lots” of rational points over residue fields, cf.[14].
The reason is that, using the moduli interpretation, one can check thatXp has rational

points overF(2)
p corresponding to the super-singular Drinfeld modules and the cusps.

The number of rational super-singular points overF
(2)
p is larger thanN (n)/(q+1); see

[14, Sections 7 and 9]. On the other hand, by Hasse–Weil

#Ep(F(2)
p )�(1+N (p))2.

Thus,

deg℘�N (n)/(q + 1)(1+N (p))2.

I claim that we can choosep satisfying N (p)�q · (degn). In fact, a moment of
thought shows that the “worst” that can happen isn =∏

degv� s v, where the product
is over primes of degree less than or equal to some numbers. If bd is the number
of places onP1

Fq
of degreed, then degn = ∑

d � s dbd . On the other hand, it is

clear that
∑

d|s dbd = #P1
Fq
(Fqs ). Hence we have degn�#P1

Fq
(Fqs )�qs + 1. Since

for p of degrees + 1 we haveN (p) = qs+1, the claim follows. Choosingp with
N (p)�q ·(degn), we obtain the desired lower bound on the degree of optimal modular
parametrization. �

Remark 6.5. It is clear from the proof that in many cases the lower bound in the
theorem can be improved to deg℘�N (n)/(q + 1)3. For example, ifE has a place of
good reduction which is rational, such an improvement holds.
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Remark 6.6. The upper bound in the theorem is the analogue over function fields of
a conjecture overQ known as thedegree conjecture. The degree conjecture states that
for an optimal elliptic curveE over Q of conductorN (optimal for the parametrization
by the classical modular curve℘ :X0(N)→ E), and for anyε > 0 there is a universal
constantc(ε) depending only onε such that deg℘�c(ε)N2+ε. The degree conjecture
for semi-stable curves is known to imply the celebratedABC conjecture[18].

Corollary 6.7. We have a bound

degns(jE)�q6(1+ q)(1+ q degn)2(degn)3.

Proof. Indeed, from (6.1) and the upper bound on the absolute value ofL(Sym2E,2)
in the proof of Theorem6.4 we have

(deg℘) · #�E,∞�q6(degn)3N (n).

Using this inequality and the lower bound on deg℘ from Theorem6.4, we get

#�E,∞�q6(1+ q)(1+ q degn)2(degn)3.

Since #�E,∞ = −ord∞(jE), and degns(jE) divides−ord∞(jE) the claim follows. �
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Appendix A. Bounding special values ofL-functions

Let C be a smooth, proper, geometrically irreducible curve over a finite fieldFq of
characteristicp and letF be the field of rational functions onC. Choose a separable
closureF sep of F and letG = Gal(F sep/F ) be the absolute Galois group ofF.
Fix a prime& �= p. By an &-adic representation� of G we shall understand a finite-

dimensional representation ofG over Q& which is continuous in the&-adic topology
(with G given its usual profinite topology), and is unramified outside a finite set of
places. We say that� is self-dual if it is isomorphic to its contragredient representation
�̂. This is equivalent to the existence of a non-degenerateG-equivariant bilinear pairing
on the underlying space.
Let � :G→ GL(V ) be a 2-dimensional irreducible&-adic representation ofG, where

V is a 2-dimensional vector space over some finite extension ofQ&. Denote by Symn �
the irreducible(n+1)-dimensional&-adic representation ofG obtained from the action
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of G on the symmetric tensors ofV⊗n via �. Let L(Symn �, s) be Grothendieck’sL-
function for Symn �. The purpose of this appendix is to estimate the absolute values of
L(Symn �, s) in the vertical strip 0�Re(s)�1 in terms of the norm of the conductor
of �, assuming� is self-dual.

A.1. Preliminaries

The principal reference for this subsection is[7].
By a quasi-character� of a groupH we mean a homomorphism� :H → C×. A

character is a unitary quasi-character. IfH is a topological group we will understand
that (quasi-)characters are required to be continuous (withC× given its usual topology).
Let K be a (complete) non-archimedean local field; an example of such is the com-

pletion Fv of our function fieldF at any placev. Let O be the ring of integers inK,
� be a uniformizer,p = �O be the maximal ideal ofO, k = O/p be the residue field,
q = #k, p = char(k). We denote by| · | the norm onK associated to the valuation
ordK normalized by ordK(�) = 1.
The topological groupsK and K× have a basis of neighborhoods of the identity

consisting of compact open subgroups. It is a well-known fact that sufficiently small
neighborhoods of the identity inC× do not contain any non-trivial subgroups. Thus,
any quasi-character ofK or K× must contain an open subgroup in its kernel. Given a
non-trivial additive quasi-character of K, there is a unique integerm such that is
trivial on p−m but not onp−m−1. We call n() := p−m the conductorof . Similarly,
if � is a multiplicative quasi-character ofK× which is non-trivial onO× then there
is a largest idealpn (n�1) such that� is trivial on the open subgroup 1+ pn of the
units O×. We call n(�) := pn the conductorof �; if � is trivial on O× we define the
conductor of� to be n(�) = O. We say that an additive or multiplicative character is
unramifiedif its conductor isO.

Recall that Gal(k̄/k) is isomorphic toẐ and is topologically generated by the au-
tomorphism� : x �→ xq . The (absolute)Weil group WK is the dense subgroup of
Gal(Ksep/K) consisting of all elements whose image in Gal(k̄/k) is a power of�.
The inertia subgroup of Gal(Ksep/K) is the subgroupI of Gal(Ksep/K) whose image
in Gal(k̄/k) is trivial. To topologizeWK we require I to be an open subgroup and
to have induced on itself the usual profinite topology. Any element� of WK whose
image in Gal(k̄/k) is �−1 is called ageometric Frobenius.
Local class field theory provides an isomorphism of topological groups rec:Wab

K

∼−→
K× which we normalize by sending a geometric Frobenius to a uniformizer ofK. Let
�1 be the quasi-character�1(x) = |x| of K×. Note that�1 ◦ rec is unramified and
with the previous normalization we have�1(rec(�)) = q−1. For g ∈ WK we shall
write �1(g) rather than�1(rec(g)) from now on.
Recall that aWeil–Deligne representation�′ of WK consists of a pair(�, N), where

� :WK → GLn(C) is a complex semi-simplen-dimensional representation, andN is
a nilpotent matrix inMn(C) satisfying �(g)N�(g)−1 = �1(g)N, g ∈ WK . Weil–
Deligne representations naturally arise from the&-adic representations ofWK . If we
fix an isomorphism� :Q&

∼−→C, then there is a simple recipe for converting an&-adic
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representation�′& of Gal(Ksep/K) into a Weil–Deligne representation. The construction
is due to Grothendieck and Deligne. The essential point is that there is a canonical way
to associate to�′& a pair (�&, N&) consisting of a homomorphism�& : WK → GL(V&)

trivial on an open subgroup ofI and a nilpotent endomorphismN& of V& such that
�&(g)N&�&(g)

−1 = �1(g)N&; see[7, Section 8].

Example A.1. An important example of a Weil–Deligne representation is thespecial
representationsp(n) defined as follows. Fix a basis{e0, e1, . . . , en−1} for Cn. Define
(�, N) by �(g)ei = �i

1(g)ei, Nen−1 = 0, andNei = ei+1 (0� i < n− 1).

The conductorn(�′) of �′ is an ideal�a(�′)O, for some non-negative integera(�′).
This integer is naturally a sum of two terms,a(�′) = a(�)+ b(�′), and as the notation
indicates, the first term depends only on�. Writing V for the space of�′, we have
b(�′) = dim V I /V I

N , whereV
I
N = V I ∩ ker N . To definea(�), choose a finite Galois

extensionM of Kur such that� is trivial on the subgroup Gal(Ksep/M) of I, and put
Gj , j �0, for the higher ramification groups of Gal(M/Kur). If we denotegj := #Gj ,
j �0, then a(�) = ∑∞

j=1(gj /g0)dim(V/V Gj ). This definition is independent of the
choice of M. We say that�′ is unramified if � is unramified andN = 0. These
conditions are equivalent to the vanishing ofa(�′).

Let V be the vector space of the Weil–Deligne representation�′ = (�, N). We will
denote by Symn �′ the Weil–Deligne representation ofWK on the subspace ofV⊗n

spanned by symmetric tensors. Recall that(�, N)⊗ (�,M) = (�⊗ �, N ⊗ 1+ 1⊗M)

by definition.

Lemma A.2. If dim �′ = 2 then a(Symn �′)�n · a(�′).

Proof. First of all, let � be a quasi-character ofWK and let�′ = �⊗ sp(n). We have

a(�′) =
{
n · a(�) if � is ramified,
n− 1 otherwise.

Indeed, ifW is the space of�, so thatV = W ⊗ Cn is the space of�′, then V I =
WI ⊗ Cn and V I

N = WI ⊗ en−1. If � is ramified thenWI = {0}; if � is unramified
then WI = W . It follows that b(�′) is equal to 0 orn − 1 when � is ramified or
unramified, respectively. On the other hand,� is the direct sum of the representations
�⊗�j

1 for 0�j �n− 1. Since�1 is unramified we havea(�⊗�j
1) = a(�). Therefore

a(�) = n · a(�).
Another remark we make is that for a quasi-character� we havea(�m)�a(�) for

any positive integerm, as is clear from the definition.
Now let �′ be a 2-dimensional Weil–Deligne representation. There are three cases to

consider. If�′ is decomposable then�′ = �1⊕ �2 for two quasi-characters ofWK (and
N = 0) and Symn �′��n1 ⊕ �n−11 �2⊕ · · · ⊕ �n2. Hence

a(Symn �′) = a(�n1)+ a(�n−11 �2)+ · · · + a(�n2)
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� a(�1)+ (n− 2)max(a(�1), a(�2))+ a(�2)

� n(a(�1)+ a(�2)) = n · a(�′).

If �′ is reducible but indecomposable then�′ = �⊗ sp(2) for some quasi-character
� and Symn �′��n ⊗ sp(n+ 1). First suppose� is unramified. From what we proved,
a(�′) = 1 anda(Symn �′) = n, so a(Symn �′)�n · a(�′) as required. If� is ramified
and�n is unramified, thena(�′) = 2a(�)�2. Hencea(Symn �′) = n−1�2n�n ·a(�′).
If both � and �n are ramified then (sincea(�n)�a(�)) we have

a(Symn �′) = (n+ 1)a(�n)�(n+ 1)a(�)�2n · a(�) = n · a(�′).

Finally, if �′ is irreducible then�′ = (�,0) and

a(�′) = a(�) =
∞∑
j=1

gj

g0
dim(V/V Gj ).

Obviously

dim(Symn V/(Symn V )Gj )�n · dim(V/V Gj ),

and againa(Symn �′)�n · a(�′). �

Now we state a fact concerning epsilon-factors for�′. Epsilon-factors are charac-
terized axiomatically, one of the axioms being induction. This permits reduction to
the case of dimension 1 for computations, where the corresponding factors were ex-
plicitly defined by Tate in his thesis. The first point to make about the epsilon-factor
ε(�′,, dx) ∈ C× of a representation�′ = (�, N) is that it also depends on a choice
of a non-trivial additive character :K → C×, and a Haar measuredx on K. For a
non-trivial additive denote bydx the unique Haar measure onK that is self-dual
with respect to.

Proposition A.3. For s ∈ C, the ε-factor ε(�′ ⊗ �s
1,, dx) is a non-zero monomial

in C[q−s] which is equal to1 when �′ and  are unramified. If we assume�′ is
isomorphic to its contragredient̂�′ then

|ε(�′ ⊗ �s
1,, dx)| = q(a(�′)−dim(�′)ordKn())·( 12−Re(s)),

where the absolute value is the absolute value onC.

Proof. This follows from the Deligne–Langlands “Formulaire” in[7, Sections
4–5]. �
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A.2. Upper bound

We return to our initial goal of estimating the absolute values ofL(Symn �, s) in
the critical strip, where� is an irreducible 2-dimensional self-dual&-adic representation
of Gal(F sep/F ). Even though theseL-functions are known to be polynomials inq−s ,
analytic methods (which do not use this extra information) give very good bounds on
the special values.

Theorem A.4. Let � be an irreducible2-dimensional self-dual&-adic representation of
Gal(F sep/F ) with determinant quasi-characterdet(�) of finite order. Letn := n(�) be
the global conductor of�, viewed as an effective divisor on C. DenoteN (n) = qdegn.
Let g be the genus of the base curve C. Ifdegn > 0 then

|L(Symn �, s)|�q(4g+2)(n+1)+ n
2N (n)

n
2 (1−Re(s))(degn)n+1

for 0�Re(s)�1. In particular,

|L(Symn �,1)|�q(4g+2)(n+1)+ n
2 (degn)n+1.

(If degn = 0 then, as will be clear from the proof, |L(Symn �, s)|�q(4g+2)(n+1)+ n
2 .)

Proof. Drinfeld’s proof of the Langlands conjecture for GL(2) over function fields
implies that� is pure of weight 0; i.e., for any placev where � is unramified, the
images of the geometric Frobenius eigenvalues�1,v and �2,v under any embedding of
Q& into C are of absolute value 1. The local factors ofL(Symn �, s) at the places
where� is unramified are easy to describe: with�1,v and �2,v as above we have

Lv(Sym
n �, s) =

[
(1− �n1,vq

−s
v )(1− �n−11,v �2,vq

−s
v ) · · · (1− �n2,vq

−s
v )

]−1
,

whereqv = qdegv. Thus, for Re(s) = 1+ �, with � > 0,

|Lv(Sym
n �, s)|��Fv

(1+ �)n+1,

where �Fv
(s) = (1− q−s

v )−1. The product�F (s) =
∏

v �Fv
(s) is the zeta function of

C. The same estimate is also valid at the ramified places by[8, Lemma 1.8.1](in fact
the estimates at the ramified places are even somewhat better). Putting the local factors
together we get that on the line Re(s) = 1+ �

|L(Symn �, s)|��F (1+ �)n+1.

From Grothendieck’s theory ofL-functions of&-adic representations,L(Symn �, s) is
an entire function[7, Section 10]; in fact it is a polynomial inq−s , since we assumed�
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is irreducible. Moreover, as we also assumed� to be self-dual, Grothendieck’s functional
equation forL(Symn �, s) takes the form

L(Symn �, s) = ε(Symn �, s)L(Symn �,1− s),

where ε(Symn �, s) is a monomial inC[q−s]. By restricting � to eachWFv ↪→
Gal(F sep/F ), we obtain an&-adic representation�v of the local Weil group (and as
was discussed in SubsectionA.1, �v can be thought of as a Weil–Deligne representa-
tion). We haven(�) =∏

v n(�v), and by[17, Theorem 0.4]the globalε-factor can be
decomposed as

ε(Symn �, s) =
∏
v

ε(Symn �v ⊗ �s
1,v,v, dxv

),

where  = ∏
v v is a non-trivial character ofAF /F . As the notation indicates

ε(Symn �, s) is independent of the choice of the character. As � and  are al-
most everywhere unramified, almost allε(Symn �v ⊗ �s

1,v,v, dxv
) are equal to 1.

Using PropositionA.3,

|ε(Symn �, s)| =
∏
v

|ε(Symn �v ⊗ �s
1,v,v, dxv

)|

= q(
∑

v deg(v)·a((Symn �)v)−dim(Symn �)
∑

v deg(v)·ordvn(v))·( 12−Re(s)).

It is well-known that
∑

v deg(v) · ordvn(v) = 2− 2g. Thus, for Re(s) = 1+ �,

|ε(Symn �, s)| = q−(
∑

v deg(v)·a((Symn �)v)−(n+1)(2−2g))·( 12+�).

Thus, by LemmaA.2

|ε(Symn �, s)| � q(n+1)(2−2g)( 12+�)q−(n
∑

v deg(v)·a(�v))(
1
2+�)

= q(n+1)(2−2g)( 12+�)N (n)−n( 12+�).

Going back to theL-function and combining the estimates, for Re(s) = 1+ � we have

|L(Symn �,1− s)|�q(n+1)(2g−2)( 12+�)N (n)n(
1
2+�)�F (1+ �)n+1.

SinceL(Symn �, s) is entire and bounded in vertical strips we can apply Rademacher’s
version of Phragmén–Lindelöf theorem,[24, Theorem 2], to conclude that in this ver-
tical strip

|L(Symn �, s)|�
(
q(g−1)(n+1)N (n)

n
2

)(1+�−Re(s))
�F (1+ �)n+1.
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Now assume degn > 0. Choosing� = (degn)−1 the bound becomes

|L(Symn �, s)|�q2g(n+1)+
n
2 ·N (n)

n
2 (1−Re(s)) · �F (1+ (degn)−1)n+1. (A.1)

Recall that

�F (s) = P(s)

(1− q−s)(1− q · q−s)
,

whereP(s) =∏2g
i=1(1− aiq

−s), with |ai | = √q. As one easily checks

�F (1+ �)�2

(
1+ 1√

q

)2g 1

(1− q−1)
· �−1.

Combining this with (A.1), we finally get

|L(s,Symn �)|�c ·N (n)
n
2 (1−Re(s)) · (degn)n+1,

wherec can be taken to beq(4g+2)(n+1)+ n
2 . �

In TheoremA.4 we assumed that� is pure of weight 0 (see the beginning of the
proof). This is not a restrictive assumption. Indeed, letG0 be the kernel of the natural
homomorphismG = Gal(F sep/F ) → Gal(Fq/Fq) and let�1 be the quasi-character
of G which is trivial onG0 and takes valueq−1 on the elements which map to the
geometric Frobenius in Gal(Fq/Fq). If we are given an irreducible 2-dimensional&-adic
representation ofG then from Lafforgue’s proof of Deligne’s conjecture[8, 1.2.10]�
is pure of some integral weightw, i.e., for every placev where� is unramified, each
eigenvalue� of �(�v) satisfies|�v| = q

w/2
v . Now �w/2

1 ⊗ � is still irreducible but has

weight 0. SinceL(Symn(�w/2
1 ⊗�), s) = L(Symn �, s+ wn

2 ), we can apply our theorem
to this representation to deduce.

Corollary A.5. Suppose� is an irreducible2-dimensional&-adic representation of G
which is pure of weight w. Ifdegn > 0 then

∣∣∣L (
Symn �,1+ nw

2

)∣∣∣ �q(4g+2)(n+1)+ n
2 (degn)n+1,

and |L(Symn �,1+ nw
2 )|�q(4g+2)(n+1)+ n

2 if � is everywhere unramified.
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